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Abstract 
The results of the numeric simulation of the unsteady process duration effect on the dynamic diesel parameters are presented. The 
calculations have been performed following the control system loop feedback factor selection algorithm based on the subordinate 
control theory.  The article presents the results of comparison of the unsteady process in the 4ɑɇ14,5/20,5.medium-speed diesel 
with the parameters set based on the method described to the experimental data. 
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1. Introduction. 
The modern designers consider the reserves for increasing of economy and decreasing of toxic exhaust gases as 
an optimal regulating of the fuel system for all particularly non-stable regimes of diesel work. Therefor the creation 
of procedure for calculating definition of the constructive parameters of the rotation speed regulators is the very 
important  and actual but difficult task for practice. 
 Researching for definition of the parameters of transient time have been made for diesel l4CHN14,5/20,5 by the 
departments “Internal combustion engines” and ”Electrical engineering” SUSU in contact with JV “Uraltrack” 
which worked out the proportional (P) regulator of rotational speed [1,2]. The east one is the closed many feedbacks 
system of automatic control rotational  speed (SACRS) with the regulating and correcting lines of controls, each 
them process the rotational speed discordance, the start control contour and the rotational speed idling crank-shaft 
control contour as well. Under the aboved process all the functions of the all-regimes mechanical regulator are 
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fulfilled and there are possibilities for the output characteristics variations the correcting link stability, the diesel 
control to 178 kWt without over-head. 
2. The mathematical model. 
The dynamic system “diesel-regulator-loading” is described the system of the liners differential equations with 
the constant coefficients [1,3,4] 
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I-the anchor current of the electrical magnet, U-the voltage of the setting up device, h-moving of the rod of the 
FIPD, R-the resistance of the anchor winding, c-the electrical-mechanical coefficient, Z-the anchor inductance, l-the 
anchor winding length, kD-the self-smoothing coefficient, TD-the diesel constant of the time, Vh-the rod speed of the 
FIPD, B-the magnetic inductance of the exciting winding, k0-the feedback coefficient of the rod positions, k1-the 
feedback coefficient of speed of the moving rod, k2-the feedback coefficient of current of the executor mechanism, 
k3-the feedback coefficient of the diesel rotational speed, m-massa of anchor. 
We must find the feedback coefficient of the regulator values k0,k1,k2,k3 which provide the necessary transient 
time of the system (1). 
3. The method of serving. 
Solve the task in general: 
Assume:  
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which are the functions of the amplifier efficient of the feedback links. 
On the other hand assume, 1 2, ,..., nO O O – the set of the root values of an algebraic equation of n-power. Then this 
equation can be written as: 
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or: 
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where (Viet’s formula) 
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Setting up the necessary set of the roots of equation (4) we can find it s coefficients values (3). Comparing the 
coefficient values ia and iac  under the similar powers of equations (2) and (4) we can write the system of equation 
with coefficients k1, k2 … kn, solving it the determine values of the feedback links coefficient that provide any 
necessary transient time of the automatic regulating rotational speed system [1,4,5]. 
Using the provisions of the subordinate regulation theory about possibility of obtaining the necessary transient 
time by controlling the positions of the characteristic equation roots [6], in the important private case when 
1 2, .. nO O O O  - the multiple roots with a negative real part and an imaginary part of zero we have an aperiodic 
transient with a time constant 1W O  ( 1W O  ) [7]. Assume 1O W  , where W  – the characteristic time of 
relaxation. The obtained feedback coefficients are written by the relaxation time [3, 4]: 
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4. The results: 
The presented method was realized as a packet of the applied programs for calculating the feedback coefficients 
of the diesel transient [1, 4]. The moment of torsion Mtor of engine was determined when the closed calculation of 
the working cicle of diesel for “the average” cylinder was under modeling. The burnt mass of fuel was determined 
on the basic of the Vibe, s burning down equation [8]. The parameters of the burning down kinetics and the 
ecological indexes for transients were determined by the Bunov, s formulas [9]. On the basic of the gas – 
exchanging modeling and the parameters of the cylinder barrel of diesel when it is being compressed and 
expansioned is solution of the task of the S.K. Godunov ,s  disintegration of free the disconnection [10]. 
The variation of the feedback coefficients is shown at Pic.1. 
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Pic. 1 Variation of the feedback cefficients of the electronic P-regulator in according with O 
Transient of diesel with the proportional electronic regulator when 100% loading is being decreased from 
nominal to O is shown at Pic.5, and it’s ecological parameters – at Pic.3. 
The presented method was applied to researching of the diesel transient time with the proportional – integral (PI) 
regulator. The transient time is described with the fifth order system. 
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The variation of the feedback coefficients of diesel with PI-regulator is shown at Pic 2. 
 
Pic. 2. The variation of the feedback coeic/ fficients of the PI-regulator corresponding with O 
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Pic. 3 The variation of the ecological indexes transient time of diesel with the electronic regulator(the 100% thrown up floading) 
1 – P-regulator, 2- PI-regulator 
The diesel transient time with the proportional-integral electronic regulator when loading is instantly changed is 
shown at Pic. 4 
 
Pic. 4. The variation of the rod position, rotational speed and efficient of air abundance when the diesel transient takes place and 100% of 
floading is thrown down a) PI-regulator; b) P-regulator 
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The theoretic research fulfilled on the presented model is the same as ones fulfilled experimentally. The accuracy 
is acceptable. (Pic.5) [1,4]. By the experimental data the transient time was 1,3 sec, the calculated time on the 
mathematical model was 1,1 sec when loading is thrown down and 1,0 sec when loading is thrown up .  
The experimental speed throw was 6,1%, and the calculated one was 4-5%. 
The soot containing at the beginning and the final points of the transient time for Ȝ=50 are the same as the 
experimental ones. [1,7].  
 
 
Pic. 5 The variation of rotational speeed when loading is being decreased and increased from zero to nominal: 
a – the calculated curve of transient time with the irregularity degree 2.2% obtained by V.M.Bunov. 
b – the calculated curve on the presented model for Ȝ=50 
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